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, Japan footwear retailer ACB-Mart, will launch a series of joint shoes with Adidas Originals, which will be the classic Stan Smith for
shoe positioning. In terms of design, this series of joint single products are not very colorful, simple and refreshing color matching,
while there are two versions of shoelaces and Velcro to choose from. And as everyone knows, a single product will usually be
different from ordinary products in some detail, this is no exception, Clima Leather uses the new shoe materials as a new composite
material, 100% from recycled plastic bottles, compared with the ordinary synthetic leather material, there will be 40% permeability
addition, and has waterproof function, environmental protection is a big selling point. In advocating green environmental protection
today, such material will become the future trend of footwear products, let us wait and see. 

with the start of the playoffs, the brand has begun to launch its special playoff shoes for its athletes. Recently, the domestic big brother
Lining for Wade WOW2.5 playoff shoes on the network to encore bad exposure, you can see, in the end is still the continuation of the
2 vertigo camouflage theme, the shoe body retains the WOW2.0 and WOW1.5 elements in different degrees, the bright spots are
WOW2.5 in the shoe body is also added. The stereo diamond style elements similar to the LBJ series of shoes, the current exposure
to black and white and bright red Sample two, with the arrival of the playoffs will have more color WOW2.5 Encore appearance.
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